CAREpoint EMS Workstation
Application Note: 183V018A
Title: Instructions for Installing Expansion Module
Overview:
This procedure guides you through the steps for installing an Expansion Module. This
procedure should be performed by someone with IS/IT experience.
Applicability:
CAREpoint Workstations that require more than five radio or phone cards.
Execution:
Warning: The CAREpoint system will be down and unable to receive calls for
approximately 30-40 minutes while the cards are moved from current
CAREpoint chassis to the New Expansion Module.
1. Unscrew the four screws holding the fan panel in place of current CAREpoint chassis.

2. Locate the TR card power switch which is on the inside of the fan panel. Turn the
switch to its off position. Caution: Watch your finger since fan is still spinning.

Note: If this switch is not present, the CAREpoint needs to be turned off.
This can be done by referring to QG009: Shutting Down the CAREpoint
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3. Remove 6 screws out of fan panel on back of new Expansion Module chassis.

4. The power supplied to the OPIC and TR Cards is now off in the current CAREpoint
chassis. To verify this, the LED’s on the OPIC and TR Cards should be off. If these
LED’s are on (whether blinking or solid) double check that the switch is in the off
position.
5. Place the fan module to the side of the current CAREpoint chassis, so that the cards
are easily accessible.
6. Ground yourself by touching the chassis with one hand. This is to prevent any
potential static transferring to the card while holding it. Static can damage the cards.
7. Locate the card in Port 1.
8. Pull on the inside of the two red handles so that they are pointing directly out towards
you.

9. Once the handles are pointing outward, pull the card out of the slot by the same
handles.
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10. Locate Port 1 in new Expansion Module. Notice at the front of the port, there are
what appear to be two slots. The cards should be slid into the lower of the two slots.

11. In order to slide the card in, use the side of the card to bend in the right of the two red
tabs which are on the inside of the chassis.

12. Use your left index finger to bend in the other red tab.

13. With both red tabs bent to the side, the card can be slid into the slot (remember to use
the bottom of the two slots).
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14. Slide the card in until the little hooks on the red handles are just past the front of the
red tabs. Remember to have the handles pointing outward, towards you.
15. Then push the handles in, so that they rest on the front of the card.

16. Now the card is locked into place.
17. Repeat Step #9 to Step #17 until all cards are moved. The cards should be moved
from the current CAREpoint chassis to the new Expansion Module chassis as follows:
CAREpoint
Port 1
Port 2
Port 3
Port 4
Port 5
Port 6
New Card 1
New Card 2
…
New Card 6

New Expansion Module
Port 1
Port 2
Port 3
Port 4
Port 5
Port 13
Port 6
Port 7
…
Port 12

18. Put the fan panels back on rear of the CAREpoint chassis and the Expansion Modules
and put the screws back in.

Current CAREpoint.

New Expansion Module
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19. Remove the Red Core Comm cable from the back of the current CAREpoint chassis
(this is the red RJ45 cable that comes from inside of the CAREpoint chassis.)

20. Connect the new 3ft Red RJ45 cable from the Expansion Module to the CAREpoint
chassis where the old cable was removed from in Step #20.

To CAREpoint

21. Plug the power for the Expansion Module into one of the Backed-up Outlets on the
UPS.
22. Remove the punchblock with the orange cover from the wall and install the new
punchblock with the red cover in its place. Reconnect the incoming radio and
telephone lines following the included drawing.

Orange Punchblock

Red Punchblock
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23. Move the 25-pair cable from the rear fan panel of the current CAREpoint chassis to
the rear fan panel of the new Expansion Module chassis.

To CAREpoint
To punchblock

24. Contact General Devices to reconfigure the software to match the new card layout.
201-313-7075.
- END PROCEDURE -
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